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Abstract 

Hemp concrete is seen as a possible solution for addressing the energy, health and comfort 

issues of sustainable buildings, thanks to its hygrothermal properties and environmental 

qualities. This paper aims to determine the physical and thermal properties of an industrial 

prefabricated hemp concrete block based on hemp shiv and a lime-metakaolin binder. When 

available, distinct measurement methods were applied and confronted on this precast material 

in order to evaluate the impact of the experimental procedure on the results. Concerning air 

permeability, the present study shows that a measurement method initially intended for 

regular concrete can be adapted to the specific behaviour of highly permeable material such as 

hemp concrete. The thermal conductivity was measured with a guarded hot plate and a hot 

wire. Hot wire measurements on different moist states of the material allowed the self-

consistent scheme to be applied for the evaluation of the thermal conductivity as a function of 

the humidity. Two direct measurement methods, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on 

the components and use of a Calvet calorimeter on the hemp concrete, and one indirect 

method, through effusivity measurement, were adopted for evaluating the specific heat 

capacity of the material. The original method proposed using DSC was shown to be as 

accurate as direct calorimetric measurement. The direct measurement methods gave similar 

results while the indirect one led to a much lower value. A comprehensive analysis of the 

measurement values available in the literature on hemp concretes confirmed this trend.  

This first paper highlights the significant influence of the testing method on the determination 

of the thermal properties of a precast hemp concrete, especially on the heat capacity 

measurement. This result emphasizes the need for a large inter-laboratory experimental 

campaign, applied to bio-aggregate based concrete, in order to form the basis of 

recommendations for adequate physical and thermal characterization methods for these bio-
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based building materials. A second part of this study will investigate the hydric properties of 

the same material. 

 

 

Keywords: Thermal properties, specific heat capacity, hemp concrete, air permeability. 
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1.  Introduction  

Nowadays, the environmental and energy context encourages building constructors and users 

to seek more and more environmentally friendly solutions. In France, the building sector is 

responsible for 45% of the final energy consumption (Service de l’observation et des 

statistiques (SOeS), 2016) and 20% of the greenhouse gas emissions (Service de l’observation 

et des statistiques (SOeS), 2017). Thus, buildings need to be made more energy efficient and 

their global environmental impact should also be reduced – but without ignoring the 

increasing demands for indoor comfort throughout a building’s lifetime. The “E+C-” label, 

which paves the way for future French regulations in this area, improves the energy 

requirements while also considering the carbon footprint (Ministère de la transition 

écologique et solidaire and Ministère de la cohésion des territoires, 2017). 

Indeed, increasing buildings energy efficiency increases the relative part of the construction 

materials and systems in the environmental impact of the building. Thus, building materials 

now appear to be a key factor in the global footprint (Blengini and Di Carlo, 2010; Buyle et 

al., 2013). In this context, there is renewed interest in bio-based building materials. These 

materials contain biomass, i.e. plant or, more rarely, animal (e.g. wool) components and can 

thus store carbon for the lifespan of the construction. Compared to standard materials, they 

generally need less embodied energy. A large variety of plants (wood, hemp, flax, straw, 

bamboo, rattan, reeds, etc.) (Jones and Brischke, 2017) can be used as raw material depending 

on the location of the project and the existence of plentiful local supplies of such biomaterials 

constitutes one of their main environmental benefits. They can be used directly as bulk raw 

material or in various processed forms (fibre, panel, bio-aggregate concrete, etc.). 

Furthermore, thanks to the porous structure of the plants and even of the overall material in 

some cases, bio-based materials have efficient insulating and hygroscopic properties, which 

help to improve the thermal comfort of the building during its use (Latha et al., 2015). Such 
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materials have the ability to absorb and desorb humidity in the air. Thus they act as moisture 

buffering materials and have a damping effect on the variations of relative humidity 

(RH)(Rahim et al., 2016c). Avoiding extreme values of humidity helps to maintain indoor 

comfort (Fang et al., 1998), limits the development of micro-organisms (Gradeci et al., 2017) 

and their consequent health issues, and contributes to the durability of the material (Viitanen 

et al., 2010). 

Among the tremendous choice of bio-materials for construction, hemp concrete, a lightweight 

bio-aggregate-based concrete, has excellent agronomic features, good hygroscopic properties 

and is self-supporting. Because of these qualities, professional rules for hemp concrete were 

laid down in 2007 in France (Association Construire en chanvre and Collectif FFB, 2007), 

and have allowed the development of this construction technique and the concomitant 

development of scientific studies on this material.  

Hemp concrete is composed of hemp shiv particles, as the plant aggregates, and a binder, 

generally based on lime in order to maintain the hygroscopic properties. Hemp shiv is the 

woody core of the hemp stalk obtained through defibration by a mechanical breaking process. 

Hemp has the particularity of needing very little fertilizer and water compared to other crops. 

It grows quickly and it is more resistant to biological decay than many other plants (Shea et 

al., 2012). With regards to the binder, different formulations can be used, in most cases based 

on hydraulic or aerial lime and possibly including a pozzolanic component or other additives. 

Different mixing ratios of the components can be chosen, leading to different uses: as wall 

filling material, roof or floor insulation, or even indoor plaster. In wall configuration, the 

material must be used in complement to a post and beam structure because its mechanical 

properties do not allow this material to be load bearing (Arnaud and Gourlay, 2012; Walker 

and Pavía, 2014). Hemp concrete can be cast, sprayed on temporary or permanent shuttering 

or pre-fabricated in blocks. The latter method has the advantage of avoiding long drying time 
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of the material, which, when it is built in situ, can reach several months (Glouannec et al., 

2010; Walker and Pavía, 2012). Therefore pre-fabrication is more suited to the time 

constraints of modern construction. 

In this context, this series of two papers focuses on the physical and hygrothermal 

characterization of a pre-fabricated hemp concrete block manufactured by the SEAC company 

and resulting from previous research works on the material formulation carried out as a joint 

effort by SEAC and the laboratory LMDC (Escadeillas et al., 2010; Gazagnes et al., 2010). 

The characteristics of this material are determined so as to be able to simulate its 

hygrothermal behaviour in a further study by using a heat and moisture model presented by 

Seng et al. (2017) and to confront these results with experimental data obtained at wall scale 

from a bi-climatic chamber (Vu et al., 2015).  

In the literature, hemp concrete has been studied since the 2000’s: experimentally, with the 

characterization of its hygrothermal properties, and numerically, with the prediction of the 

temperature and humidity inside the material and in the surrounding air, using the 

hygrothermal properties in heat and moisture models. However, no internationally 

standardized method exists for the experimental hygrothermal characterization of such 

materials (very permeable and hygroscopic). Previous studies have been based on the 

transposition of existing standard protocols from mineral-based to bio-based materials or on 

the development of specific protocols. As stated by various authors (Delgado et al., 2013; 

Plagge et al., 2007), the usual experimental characterization sometimes shows a limited ability 

to describe the complexity of the behaviour of such material under heat and moisture stresses. 

So, one current issue to be investigated is the interdependence of heat and moisture 

phenomena, i.e. the fact that the thermal properties depend on the humidity and the hydric 

properties depend on the temperature. 
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The main physical properties are the material density and the open/closed porosity. A good 

knowledge of the structure helps to understand and explain the thermal and hydric properties. 

Depending on the formulation, the density of hemp concrete can vary. The porosity is high 

compared to that of standard building materials, around 70 to 90%. Benfratello et al. (2013) 

and Collet and Pretot (2014) built different hemp concretes with different methods and 

formulations and found densities from 377 to 611 kg.m-3. The total porosities found by the 

first author range from 72 to 85%. With regards to the physical properties, we can also 

consider the air permeability. However, to our knowledge, only a single air permeability 

characterization has been published in the literature. Cerezo (2005), evaluated the material air 

permeability at around 10-9 m2, which is close to the air permeability of a mineral wool. 

The thermal conductivity of hemp concrete is its most extensively studied property to date 

(Benfratello et al., 2013; Collet and Pretot, 2014; de Bruijn and Johansson, 2013; Rahim et al., 

2016a; Walker and Pavía, 2014) but the impacts of different parameters have also been 

investigated: density, type of binder, mix ratio, anisotropy, level of compaction, and humidity 

(relative humidity or water content). Depending on these parameters, most of the 

measurements of thermal conductivity range from 0.09 to 0.14 W.m-1.K-1. The thermal 

conductivity seems to have a linear relationship with density (0.06 to 0.18 W.m-1.K-1 for 

densities from 200 to 800 kg.m-3 according to Cerezo (2005)), temperature (0.123 to 0.128 

W.m-1.K-1 for a temperature between 10 and 40 °C (Rahim et al., 2016a)) and moisture 

content, where Collet and Pretot (2014) and Gourlay et al. (2017) have reported that its value 

can increase by 15-20% when the moisture content varies between 0 and 4%. Various 

techniques have been applied to measure this property: guarded hot plate, hot wire, hot box, 

or hot plate. The first two were used in the present study. Other thermal properties have been 

investigated, but to a lesser extent, such as the thermal diffusivity or, even more rarely, the 

specific heat capacity or the effusivity. In particular, there is a notable dispersion, from 770 to 
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1560 J.kg-1.K-1, of the specific heat capacities measured by Collet (2004), Evrard (2008), and 

Gourlay et al. (2017). The specific heat capacity of the prefabricated hemp concrete studied in 

the present study was measured using three distinct techniques: a direct measurement 

employing differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on each component of the hemp concrete, 

a direct measurement with a Calvet calorimeter on crushed composite samples, and an 

indirect determination from the measurement of thermal effusivity and conductivity. 

The work described in this first paper aimed to measure the physical and thermal properties of 

prefabricated hemp concrete: density (apparent and true density), porosity (open and total 

porosity), air permeability, and thermal properties (thermal conductivity, effusivity and 

specific heat capacity). All the measurements were performed on samples directly extracted 

from the industrially produced bricks. Therefore, the large variability of performance, often 

reported in the literature for the manual casting method, was limited. The second objective of 

the present study was to investigate the impact of the experimental methods and protocols on 

the assessed performances. When possible, different methods were used for measuring the 

same parameter and the results were compared with those found in the literature, 

where “homemade” protocols or non-specific standards were often applied. For the air 

permeability measurement in particular, a measurement protocol for highly permeable 

building materials is proposed, based on the implementation of a concrete permeameter 

(CEMBUREAU). 

2.  Material and methods 

 Material 

The material we are interested in came from SEAC, a company specializing in concrete walls 

and floors, and also developing sustainable construction materials. The design of the brick 

was the result of previous research works on the material formulation, performed jointly by 

SEAC and LMDC, and which led to two patents for a vibro-compacted precast hemp concrete 
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(HC) (Escadeillas et al., 2010; Gazagnes et al., 2010). The precast block was made of hemp 

shiv aggregates and an innovative lime-metakaolin (LM) binder (Dinh et al., 2015; Magniont 

et al., 2012). 

The hemp shiv aggregates are ligneous particles extracted from the core of hemp stems 

(Cannabis sativa) through an industrial defibration process using mechanical breaking. The 

particles are then dusted and calibrated. The pozzolanic matrix was made of lime and 

metakaolin, produced by flash calcination of kaolinite at 700 °C, and mainly composed of 

amorphous silicon-aluminates and quartz. 

The precast block, previously cured in the prefabrication plant, can be used directly on a 

construction site without a long drying time. However, the material is not a load-bearing 

construction product, and it needs a framework such as a post and beam structure. At present, 

the bricks are intended to be used as filling material only. In Figure 1, two types of block are 

presented. Type B block, with an empty space, allows for the passage of the load-bearing 

structure. In this study, we focus on type A bricks. 

 

Figure 1: Type A brick (left) and type B brick (right) for framework post 

The brick dimensions were measured with a vernier caliper on 2 bricks selected at random: 

the length was 50.75±0.95 cm, the depth was 19.90±0.09 cm and the height was 20.28±0.24 

cm. Some thickness discrepancies could be noted (Figure 2) between the six vertical slabs on 

one hand, and between the top and bottom part of each slab on the other. These differences 
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can be explained by the vibro-compaction fabrication process, which generates vertical 

segregation.  

 

Figure 2: Sampling for apparent density study 

 

Samples were cut from the slabs of the bricks with a circular bridge saw for rectangular 

samples and with a core drilling machine for cylindrical samples. In order to avoid shredding, 

the cutting lines on the samples were soaked with water prior to the cutting process. All the 

samples were taken in such a way that the studied transfer was in the same direction, i.e. 

along the horizontal axis of the brick, even for capillary water absorption. The dimensions of 

the samples are given in Table 1. The components, i.e. hemp shiv and binder, were also 

studied for some parameters. The hemp shiv used in this study was the same as that used for 

the production of the hemp concrete bricks (Cannahabitat from Agrofibre) and the binder was 

reproduced in the laboratory with a water to binder ratio of 1 from the industrial formulation. 
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Studied parameter Geometry – Dimensions Precision 

Apparent density Rectangular 25x10x2.5 cm3 10-2 g 

Density of the solid Powder 80 µm 10-3 g 

Open porosity Rectangular 25x10x2.5 cm3 10-2 g 

Air permeability 
Cylindrical: radius=11 cm, 

height=2.5 cm  
10-3 g 

Thermal conductivity   

(Guarded hot plate 

(GHP) & Hot wire)) 

GHP: Rectangular 

15x15x2.5 cm3 

Hot wire: Rectangular 

25x10x2.5 cm3 

10-2 g 

Specific heat capacity  

(Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry (DSC)) 

Powder 80µm 10-3 g 

Specific heat capacity  

(Effusivity) 
Rectangular 25x10x2.5cm3 10-2 g 

Specific heat capacity  

(Calorimeter) 

Crushed sample from 

quartering, m ≈5 g 
- 

Table 1: Balance information for mass stabilization monitoring and experimental study 

 Methods 

For most experiments, the samples had to be considered first in the dry state. Drying was 

performed in a climatic chamber at 50 °C, 10% RH for the apparent density study, and in a 

laboratory oven at a temperature of 50 °C for the other experiments: density of the solid, 

thermal conductivity, and specific heat capacity. The preparation of the samples was 

considered to be achieved when the sample mass change was less than 0.1% between two 

weighings at least 24 hours apart (5% for the vapour permeability study). After drying, the 

samples were stored at ambient temperature in a desiccator or a hermetic box with silica gel 

for the thermal property measurements. For the air permeability, the samples were kept at 

ambient conditions. 

For the measurement of the density of the solid (hemp shiv, binder and hemp concrete) and 

for the specific heat capacity measurement with differential scanning calorimetry, the material 
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had to be in powder form. All the materials were ground at 80 µm. A centrifugal mill was 

used for the hemp and the hemp concrete brick, previously broken into small pieces. For the 

HC brick, homogeneous samples were obtained by quartering on a small monolithic HC. An 

agate mortar and a sieve were used for the binder. 

The details of the mass stabilization monitoring are presented in Table 1. If a different 

apparatus was used for the experiment, it is specified in the corresponding subsection. 

 Density, porosity and mass ratios 

Three hemp concrete (HC) bricks were used for measuring the apparent density ��,��. Each 

slab was cut into four pieces (see Figure 2 and Table 1) and dried at 50 °C until mass 

stabilization. The final mass was recorded. The dimensions of the samples were measured 

with a vernier caliper, allowing the volume calculation and then the apparent density 

calculation. 

The solid density of the hemp shiv aggregates (����	) and the lime-metakaolin binder 

(�
����), as well as of the HC brick (���) were evaluated through hydrostatic weighing of 80 

µm powder performed in a non-reactive solvent (Aitcin et al., 1968). For each component, 

three samples were studied. They were saturated and weighed in the solvent using a balance 

(10-3 g). 

The solid density of the component i is given by Eq. (1): 

�� � ��,�����,��� � ����.�,��������� ���������� (1) 

where ��,��� (kg) is the mass of the sample of component i in air (total mass of both the 

Erlenmeyer flask and the sample minus the mass of the flask alone in air), and	����.�,��������� 
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(kg) is the mass of the saturated sample of component i immersed in the solvent (total mass of 

the Erlenmeyer flask and the sample minus the mass of the flask alone in the solvent). 

Based on the apparent density ��,�� and the solid density ���  of the material, it was possible 

to calculate the total porosity ����, the ratio of the void volume to the total volume. It is given 

by Eq. (2): 

���� � 1 � V��� !V�		 � 1 � ��,�����  (2) 

where V�		 is the apparent volume of a sample (m3), V��� ! is the solid matrix volume (m3). 

The open porosity ��	�� was measured on monolithic HC samples, by hydrostatic weighing in 

water (Eq. (3)) (AFPC-AFREM, 1997). This measurement was performed on four samples 

(25x10x2.5 cm3): 

��	�� � m�#$.%&,# ' � m%&,# 'm�#$.%&,# ' � ����.��,(���� (3) 

where m�#$.%&,# ' is the mass of vacuum saturated HC in air, m%&,# ' is the mass of the dry HC 

sample in air and ����.��,(���� is the mass of the saturated sample in water.  

The mass ratio )� of the component i is defined in Eq. (4) by the ratio of the mass of the 

component i in a HC sample, �� , and the total mass of the HC sample ���: 

)� � ����� (4) 

The mass ratios of hemp and binder in the composite were calculated from mass and volume 

conservation, Eq. (5): 

*				)���	 � (�
���� � ���)/(�
���� � ����	))
���� � 1 � )���	  (5) 
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 Air permeability 

The gas permeability kp (m2) is the ability of a material to let air pass through it under a 

pressure difference. 

The apparatus used for air permeability measurement in the present study (Figure 3) was 

adapted from the CEMBUREAU permeameter (Cembureau Recommendation, 1989) as the 

original apparatus was not designed for highly permeable material. The cylindrical sample, 

protected by an aluminium ring and sealed with silicone, was inserted in a permeability cell 

with a confinement air chamber set at 3 bars. Air coming from a pressurized bottle passed 

through different pressure regulators, reducing the pressure, and the flow rate was adjusted by 

a mass flow controller. Two different mass flow controllers were tested in order to cover the 

range 0-300 mL.min-1 and the range 0-2000 mL.min-1. A flow meter was placed upstream of 

the regulator in order to check the volumetric flow rate. A differential pressure gauge 

upstream of the sample measured the difference of pressure between the inlet pressure Pin and 

the atmospheric pressure, corresponding to the outlet pressure Pout. All the measurements 

were carried out in a room where the temperature was regulated at 21°C. 

 

Figure 3: Scheme of the gas permeability measurement apparatus, adapted from the 

CEMBUREAU permeameter (Cembureau Recommendation, 1989). 

Air

Sample
Q

Flowmeter
Pressure 
regulator

Pout = Patm

P=0.2 bar

Differential

pressure gaugePatm

P=2.5 bar

Mass flow 

controller P

Permeability cell with

confinement air chamber

Pin
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Darcy’s law links the air flow through a sample with the inlet pressure .�� and the outlet 

pressure .�/�. In the case where the compressibility effect is negligible, the apparent gas 

permeability 0�		 is derived from this relationship (Eq. (6)): 

0	,�		 � μ���234(.�� � .�/�) (6) 

where μ��� is the air viscosity (μ���=1.8 105 Pa.s at 21°C), 2 is the thickness of the sample 

(m), 3 is the gas volumetric flow rate (m3.s-1), 4 is the cross section (m2), .�� and .�/� are 

respectively the absolute inlet pressure (Pa), before the sample, and the absolute outlet 

pressure (.�/�=.���). 

Two samples were tested. Each was formed by the assembly of two layers of hemp concrete: 

the contact surfaces between the two layers were sanded in order to limit the air layer between 

them. The thicknesses of the two samples were 4.7 and 5.2 cm and the diameters were 9.7 and 

9.8 cm, respectively. Three measurements were performed on the 1st sample and four 

measurements on the 2nd sample, for a flow rate between 0 and 300 mL.min-1. One additional 

set of measurements was performed for a flow rate in the range 300-2000 mL.min-1. 

For the sake of calibration, Eq. (6) was used to evaluate the order of magnitude of the pressure 

gauge. This was a challenge as almost no measurements of air permeability on hemp concrete 

are available in the literature. Cerezo (2005) proposed a value of 10-9 m2, which corresponds 

to the permeability of a mineral wool. With the hypothesis of an air permeability in the range 

10-9-10-10 m2 and a flow between 0 and 3000 mL.min-1, a theoretical difference of pressure of 

up to 60 Pa was found, which allowed the sizing of the differential pressure gauge. 
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 Thermal conductivity 

The thermal conductivity 0 (W.m-1.K-1) is the ability of a material to conduct heat under a 

gradient of temperature. Two distinct methods were applied to measure thermal conductivity: 

a steady-state technique (guarded hot plate (GHP)) and a transient one (hot wire).  

The guarded hot plate was used to measure the thermal conductivity of six parallelepipedic 

dry samples (15x15 cm2 cross section) according to the NF EN 12664 standard (AFNOR, 

2001). The accuracy of measurement is equal to 0.1% for temperature and lower than 1% for 

thickness below 90 mm. The resulting accuracy on thermal conductivity is of the order of 5%. 

In this measurement, based on a 1D Fourier’s law, a heat transfer rate was created through the 

HC sample by means of two plates: a hot plate above the sample and a cold plate underneath 

(Figure 4). The resulting heat flux was recorded with respect to time. Insulating material 

around the sample limited the heat losses. The measurements were performed at average 

temperatures of 10 °C, 23 °C and 40 °C with a difference of 5 °C between the two plates. 

Steady-state was considered to have been reached when the change in conductivity was less 

than 1% in 90 minutes. The thermal conductivity of the dry material 0�5 (W.m-1.K-1) was 

then calculated. 

 

Figure 4: Guarded hot plate (GHP) 
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A thermal conductivimeter with a hot wire was used to measure the thermal conductivity of 

dry and wet samples. According to the technical specifications provided by the manufacturer, 

the accuracy on thermal conductivity is of 5%. The hot wire method is a transient technique in 

which an increase of the material temperature is measured. A linear wire, assumed to be of 

infinite length and negligible diameter, generates heat under the influence of an electric 

current. Here, the wire and the associated thermocouple were included in a Kapton probe 

placed between two samples of the material (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Hot wire and hot plane schemes 

According to the work of the pathfinders Carslaw and Jaeger (1959), a simplified relation can 

be found between the temperature and the thermal conductivity 0. It is obtained by solving the 

heat conduction equation in cylindrical coordinates over a sufficiently long time, assuming 

semi-infinite media, Eq. (7): 

T(r, t) � q′4π0 <ln ?4@ABC D � EF (7) 
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where B is the radial position of the temperature measurement (m), A is the time (s), q′ is the 

heat per unit length (W.m-1), @ is the thermal diffusivity of the material (m2.s-1) and 

E=0.5772156 is Euler’s constant. 

Between times AG and AC (AG<AC), the temperature changes from HG to HC, and: 

TC � TG � q′4π0 ln ?ACAGD (8) 

Hence, 0 can be deduced from the slope of Eq. (8). The heat per unit length, q′ , and the time 

of study were selected to obtain a sufficient increase in temperature (~10 K) and a high 

correlation coefficient R2 (>0.999) when plotting the increase of temperature with time. 

A total of 18 different samples (25x10x2.5 cm3) were used. Some samples were dry, others 

moist, set in equilibrium at 50% and 65% RH. The wet samples were placed in rooms where 

the RH was controlled and the temperature set at 20 °C. The condition at 95% RH was tested. 

However, it was not possible to reach complete equilibrium due to the risk of mould 

development.  

 Specific heat capacity 

The specific heat capacity cp (J.kg-1.K-1) of a material is its ability to store thermal energy. 

Three different methods were applied to measure the specific heat capacity of the hemp 

concrete: a direct measurement through differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on each 

component of the HC (binder and hemp shiv), a direct measurement with a Calvet calorimeter 

on crushed composite samples, and an indirect determination by measuring the thermal 

effusivity, thermal conductivity and apparent density. 

DSC measurements were based on standards ISO 11357-4 and ASTM E1269-11 (AFNOR, 

2014; ASTM, 2011), three cycles were performed using the same thermal programme 
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composed of a first step at constant temperature, an increase of temperature and a final step at 

constant temperature (Figure 6). For each cycle, two crucibles were used. The experimental 

set-up is presented in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 6: Typical DSC signal for blank cycle, standard cycle and sample cycle (from ASTM 

E1269-11) (ASTM, 2011) 

 

 

Figure 7: Scheme of the DSC system (from ISO 11357-1) (AFNOR, 2016) 

One of the crucibles served as a reference and was kept empty during all the measurements. 

The other contained the different materials. The same crucibles were used throughout a whole 
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measurement, i.e. for the three cycles. The first cycle was the blank one with empty crucibles; 

the second one, called the “reference cycle”, was performed with a sapphire sample, also 

referred to as the standard sample; and the last one was the “sample cycle” when the specific 

heat capacity of the hemp concrete sample was measured. The difference in specific heat 

capacity of the reference and the study crucibles led to a difference of temperature between 

them. The DSC signal comes from the difference of temperature between the two crucibles 

measured with thermocouples (µV). This difference is representative of the difference of heat 

flux. Starting from the physical phenomenon, Eqs. (9) to (14) detail how the value of the heat 

capacity I	 is obtained. From the definitions of the heat energy transferred during an increase 

of temperature, we have: 

*���I	,��JH � K3����I	,�JH � K3�  
(9) 

(10) 

where K3�� and K3�(J) are the heat transferred to the standard crucible (sapphire) and the 

study crucible (material under study), respectively, for an increase of temperature JH; ��� 

and �� (g) are the mass of the standard sample and the mass of the studied sample; and I	,�� 

and I	,� (J.kg-1.K-1) are the specific heat capacity of the standard sample and the studied 

sample. 

Dividing Eq.  

(10) by Eq. (9), we obtain Eq. (11): 

��I	,�JH���I	,��JH � K3�K3�� (11) 

and: 

I	,� � I	,�� �����
K3�JA JAK3�� (12) 
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K3�� is not measured directly but a difference of temperature between the reference and the 

study crucibles, LMN��(A) � ∆H(A), is. After the blank correction, it is expressed as 

LMN��(A) � LMN
(A). A calibration function P(H), inherent in the device, links K3�� to the 

measured signal: K3�� JA⁄ � P(H) ∙ (LMN��(A) � LMN
(A)). The same is true for K3�. Thus 

Eq. (12) can be expressed as: 

I	,�(t) � I	,�� �����
P(H) ∙ (LMN�(A) � LMN
(A))	P(H) ∙ (LMN��(A) � LMN
(A))	 (13) 

Eventually, after simplifications, the specific heat capacity of the sample I	,� is expressed by 

Eq. (14): 

I	,� � I	,�� �����
LMN� � LMN
LMN�� � LMN
 (14) 

where I	,�� (J.kg-1.K-1) is the specific heat capacity of the sapphire, ��� and �� (g) are the 

masses of the sapphire and the sample, LMN��, LMN� and LMN
 (µV) are the DSC signals of 

the sapphire, the sample and the blank. 

The measurements started at ambient temperature. They were performed on 4 samples of 

hemp shiv and 3 samples of binder. 

For the Calvet calorimeter method, a temperature ramp was applied to two cavities 

surrounded by Tian-Calvet thermopiles, similarly to the DSC approach. These thermopiles 

measured the heat flux through the cells more precisely. Only a blank and a sample cycle 

were required in this configuration. During the measurement, the dry sample was put in a 

closed cell for stabilization at 22 °C and a ramp of temperature was set from 22 °C to 70 °C. 

Six samples were tested. 
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The specific heat capacity can be also calculated from the measurement of two thermal 

properties. The thermal conductivity 0 (W.m-1.K-1) is often one of them and the second one 

can be, for instance, the thermal effusivity S (J.m-2.K-1.s-½):  

S � T0	�	I	UG CV  (15) 

Knowing the thermal conductivity, the thermal effusivity, and the density, the specific heat 

capacity I	 is defined by Eq. (16): 

I	 � 0	�SC  (16) 

Thermal effusivity is a surface property expressing the ability of a material to transfer heat to 

another material with which it is in contact: hence the surface temperature will depend on the 

temperature and the effusivity of both materials. 

To measure this parameter, a thermal conductivimeter with a hot plane was used. According 

to the technical specifications provided by the manufacturer, the accuracy on thermal 

effusivity is of 5%. The hot plane probe, including a surface resistance and a thermocouple, 

was placed between two samples (Figure 5). 

Based on the works of Carslaw and Jaeger (1959), Jannot (2011) and Krapez (2007), the 

surface temperature is given by Eq. (17), with the assumption of a semi-infinite material: 

H(A) � W"YZ[ � N	,	��
�(M ∙ S)C + 2√AS√_` (17) 

where W" is the heat transfer rate (W.m-2), Z[ is the total thermal resistance (contact resistance 

+ probe resistance) (m2.K.W-1), N	,	��
� is the heat capacity of the probe (J.K-1) and S is the 

surface area (m2). 
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The temperature is then plotted as a function of √A. In time, the relation between the two is 

linear, and the slope is 2/(S√_). The heat rate and test duration were chosen in order to 

ensure both a sufficient temperature increase (~10 K) and a high correlation coefficient R2 

(>0.999). 

A total of twelve measurements were performed on six dry HC samples (25x10x2.5 cm3). 
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3.  Results and discussion 

 Density, porosity and mass ratios 

The measurements of the hemp concrete apparent density and the solid densities of the 

components (Eq. (1)) are presented in Table 2. The calculated total porosity (Eq. (2)) and the 

open porosity (Eq. (3)), together with the calculated ratios of components (Eq. (4)), are also 

presented. Table 3 shows some results from the literature concerning the apparent density, 

solid density and porosities of the HC, hemp shiv and hemp fibre, and also of a lime-

metakaolin binder. Despite the numerous studies on the multiphysical characteristics of hemp 

concrete and their strong link with the material porosity, few porosity values can be found in 

the literature. 

Material 
Apparent 

density (kg.m-3) 

Solid density 

(kg.m-3) 

Total 

porosity 

Open 

porosity 
Mass ratio 

 ��,�� �� ���� ��	�� )� 
HC 466 ±25 2149 ±9  0.78 ±0.04 0.76 ±0.01 - 

Hemp shiv - 1452 ±10 - - 0.12 ±0.02 

Binder - 2305 ±29 - - 0.88 ±0.02 

Table 2: Density, porosity and mass ratio of the hemp concrete and its components 
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Material 

Apparent 

density 

(kg.m-3) 

Solid 

density 

(kg.m-3) 

Total 

porosity 

Open 

porosity 
Reference 

HC 440 ± 20 1660 ± 30 0.73 ± 0.01  (Evrard, 2008) 

HC 478 ± 7 2030 ± 30 0.76 ± 0.001 0.50 ± 0.02 
(Rahim et al., 

2016b) 

HC 430-460 1655-2002 0.72-0.79 0.66 - 0.77 
(Collet et al., 

2013) 

HC 508-627 - - - 
(Walker and 

Pavía, 2014) 

HC 351-410 1211-1537  0.7-0.79 
(Gourlay et al., 

2017) 

Hemp shiv 256.4 1465   

(Nguyen et al., 

2009) 
Hemp shiv 

(partial 

defibring) 

256.4 1438   

Lime-

metakaolin 

binder 

1454-1584 2434-2574 - - 
(Vejmelková et 

al., 2012) 

Table 3: Literature values of HC and its components density and porosity 

The literature values show a rather wide range of HC apparent densities, from 430 to 627 

kg.m-3 (wall configuration) (Collet et al., 2013; Evrard, 2008; Rahim et al., 2016b; Walker 

and Pavía, 2014). The apparent density of the HC measured here is not far from the average of 

Table 3, with ��,�� = 466 ±25 kg.m-3. The total porosity (0.78) is within the range of the 

literature values and this porosity is mainly open (0.76) as can be observed in the results of 

Collet et al. (2013). The HC solid density is slightly higher than the 2030 kg.m-3 measured by 

Rahim et al. (2016b), the 1660 kg.m-3 found by Evrard (2008), and the 1655-2002 kg.m-3 

range given by Collet et al. (2013). The hemp shiv and binder solid density found in the 

present study are in good agreement with literature values: the first is in the same range as 

Nguyen et al.'s (2009) values and the second is close to the values measured by Vejmelková 

et al. (2012). 
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 Air permeability 

The experimental results for kp,app (m
2) are presented as a function of ΔP. Figure 8a shows the 

results for a flow between 20 mL.min-1 and 300 mL.min-1. We can see a small discrepancy 

among the measurements: for most measurements (1 Pa<ΔP<6 Pa), the apparent permeability 

lies between 1 10-10 and 1.4 10-10 m2. Values under 1 Pa are expected to increase because of 

the mathematical expression; they are not considered here. Figure 8b shows the results at 

higher flow rates, and thus higher pressure differences, from 1 L/min to 2 L/min. As expected, 

at higher pressure differences, the air permeability is lower, reaching 6 10-11 m². 
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Figure 8: Apparent gas permeability vs ΔP ((a): ΔP range: 0-6 Pa; (b): ΔP range: 0-70 Pa) 

With the aim of using a value of air permeability in a numerical model of heat and moisture 

transfer, we can focus on the results in a range of pressure under about ten pascals, which 

corresponds to the pressure difference found across a building wall with a wind velocity of up 

to 4 m.s-1. A value of around 10-10 m2 can then be considered. 
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Glé et al. (2011) studied the acoustic properties of some hemp concretes. Based on the 

standard ISO 9053, they measured the air flow resistivity, σ (N.s.m-4). Assuming that Darcy’s 

law can be applied, the corresponding air permeability would range from 1.7 10-9 to 2.5 10-10 

m2 for densities ranging from 390 to 420 kg.m-3. 

Hemp concrete is considered as a very permeable construction material. Although ten times 

less permeable than mineral wool (1.5 10-9 m2 measured by Harreither et al. (2015)), it is far 

more permeable than other usual construction materials: for instance, Hagentoft (2001) 

indicated 1.4 10-12 m2 for light weight concrete (ρ=510 kg.m-3) and 4.4 10-15 m2 for concrete 

in which W/C=0.6, and ρ=2100 kg.m-3, and Wägner et al. (1995) measured 1.0 10-14 to 5.5 10-

13 m2 for autoclaved aerated concretes (320-700 kg.m-3). 

 Thermal conductivity 

Figure 9 presents the thermal conductivity measured with the hot wire and GHP, compared to 

measurements from the literature; the main methods used by the different authors are 

identified by different colours (light blue: hot ring/hot plane, dark blue: hot wire, red: GHP, 

green: based on hot box) and the uncertainties are indicated when available. Furthermore, 

some authors distinguish between the case where the heat flux is parallel to the aggregate 

(identified as “parallel” in the figure) and the case where the heat flux is perpendicular to the 

aggregate (identified as “perpendicular” in the figure). In our case, the measurement 

considered the heat flux across the brick in the direction of use. It can thus be identified as 

“parallel” to the aggregate. 
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Figure 9: Dry thermal conductivity measured with hot wire and GHP and literature values 

(light blue: hot ring/hot plane, blue: hot wire, red: GHP, green: based on hot box). The 

uncertainties are displayed when available) 

With GHP measurements, we obtained a mean value of kdry=0.103±0.002 W.m-1.K-1 while hot 

wire measurement led to kdry=0.112±0.007 W.m-1.K-1 (around 9% higher). These results are 

within the range of the literature results for similar dry density. The scatter remains below 

most of the previously published results with a coefficient of variation of 2.0% and 6.3% for 

GHP and hot wire methods, respectively. This difference can be partially explained by the 

prefabrication process, which guarantees consistency of the performances of hemp concrete 

unlike manual laboratory fabrication, which can lead to some variability. 
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Thus, the GHP method led to a conductivity value 9% lower than the hot wire one. This 

difference appears significant considering the experimental dispersion. Nevertheless, on the 

basis of the literature results presented in Figure 9 (Collet, 2004; Collet and Pretot, 2014; de 

Bruijn and Johansson, 2013; Dinh, 2014; Evrard, 2008; Gourlay et al., 2017; Nguyen et al., 

2010; Nozahic, 2012; Pierre et al., 2014; Rahim et al., 2016a; Walker and Pavía, 2014), no 

general trend can be observed concerning the impact of the method on the measurement of 

this parameter. 

Figure 10 shows the influence of the temperature on the thermal conductivity. The results 

show a linear increase of thermal conductivity with the temperature. Between 10 °C and 40 

°C, kdry increases by 12%. As observed experimentally in previous studies, a linear relation 

links the thermal conductivity and the density (Pierre et al., 2014; Rahim et al., 2016a). For 

our hemp concrete, k(T)=0.0004T+0.0948. We can see that the increase of thermal 

conductivity with the temperature of the studied material is twice as high as measured by 

Rahim et al. (2016a) and Pierre et al. (2014) in “parallel” configuration but it is close to the 

result of Pierre et al. (2014) in “perpendicular” configuration.  
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Figure 10: Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature. 

Figure 11 shows the thermal conductivity as a function of the humidity, measured with the hot 

wire device. The self-consistent scheme (SCS) was applied to these experimental results. This 

homogenization model, commonly used on building materials and hemp concrete 

(Boutin,1996; Collet, 2014a; Rahim, 2016a), evaluates the effective thermal conductivity of a 

heterogeneous material, i.e. with different phases such as air (a), water (w) and solid phases 

(s). It is based on the assumption of a concentric spherical inclusion with radius R for each 

phase (Figure 12). 
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Figure 11: Thermal conductivity as a function of moisture content (experimental value and 

SCS model) 

 

Figure 12: Three phase composite sphere in self-consistent model (Boutin, 1996). 

The resulting expression of the SCS model is: 
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where � is the porosity and K � e ∙ ��,��/(�(	�	), with e (kg/kg) the moisture content, ��,�� 

the apparent hemp concrete density (kg.m-3) and �( the water density (kg.m-3). The solid 

thermal conductivity, 0�, is found by fitting the model to the experimental values using the 

least squares method. 
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The resulting expression for the equivalent thermal conductivity of the hemp concrete is: 

0�a(u) � 0.224u + 0.132 (19) 

There was good agreement with literature values: Collet and Pretot (2014) and Rahim et al. 

(2016a) found, according to the SCS model, k(u)=0.208·u+0.149 and k(u)=0.258·u+0.126, 

respectively. 

 Specific heat capacity 

The specific heat capacity of the hemp shiv and the lime-metakaolin binder are presented in 

Figure 13 as functions of the temperature measured with the DSC device (mean value ± 

standard deviation for our measurements). 

 

Figure 13: Hemp and binder cp measured with DSC and resulting HC cp as a function of the 

temperature, compared to results for various biomasses, and HC cp measured with a Calvet 

calorimeter. 

Both curves appear linear in the study temperature range (R2=0.99). Extrapolating the value 

of hemp specific heat capacity linearly to 23 °C leads to cp,hemp=1247±62 J.kg-1.K-1, which is 
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close to the results found by Bourdot et al. (2017), who measured it as 1272 and 1276 J.kg-

1.K-1 at 23°C with a Calvet calorimeter for two ranges of size of hemp shiv particles. Values 

for other biomasses from the literature are also presented (Damfeu et al., 2016; Dupont et al., 

2014) and are also close to the DSC measurements. Extrapolating the specific heat capacity of 

the lime-metakaolin binder linearly to 20 °C leads to I	,
����= 859±31 J.kg-1.K-1, which is 

similar to the values around 900 J.kg-1.K-1 obtained for some lime-metakaolin plasters by 

Vejmelková et al. (2011). As observed in the literature references, the cp increases linearly 

with temperature (Damfeu et al., 2016; Dupont et al., 2014). However, this increase seems 

slightly higher for our hemp shiv measurement. 

From the component heat capacity, it is possible to evaluate the heat capacity of the hemp 

concrete as a whole: 

I	,���5 � )���	I	,���	 + )
����I	,
���� (20) 

Figure 13 also compares the resulting HC specific heat capacity calculated according to 

Eq. (20) (xhemp=0.12 and xbinder=0.88), from the DSC measurements, and with HC cp measured 

using the Calvet calorimeter. We can see that both methods give results in the same range of 

values.  

Assuming a linear behaviour of the specific heat capacity, a linear regression from the DSC 

and calorimeter measurements gave the value at 20°C: I	,��(hi�)�5
= 905±44 J.kg-1.K-1 and 

I	,��(j����������)�5
= 911±17 J.kg-1.K-1 which are relatively close values. 

The measured effusivity was b=197±16 J.m-2.K-1.s-1/2. Very few measurements of the hemp 

concrete effusivity are available: Collet (2004), Evrard (2008), and Rahim et al. (2016) found 

respectively 231, 297 and 256 J.m-2.K-1.s-1/2 with respective densities of 440, 440 and 478 

kg.m-3. Knowing the dry thermal conductivity of our material, kdry = 0.112±0.007 W.m-1.K-1 
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and the apparent density ρa,HC = 466±25 kg.m-3, the specific heat capacity was calculated 

according to Eq. (15): I	,��(���		����)�5
 = 741±104 J.kg-1.K-1, assuming the measurements were 

performed at 20 °C. The measurements of the hemp concrete specific heat capacity with the 

three types of apparatus are presented in Figure 14, together with the literature values. 

 

Figure 14: Dry specific heat capacity of hemp concrete measured with DSC, Calvet 

calorimeter and by means of a hot plane, versus dry density. Literature values are provided for 

comparison (red: direct measurement, blue: indirect measurement). 

From our results, we can see that the method of measurement can significantly impact the 

final value: although the specific heat capacity measured with the DSC and the Calvet 

calorimeter are close, the cp calculated from the hot plane measurement is around 18% lower. 

This difference can also be explained by the fact that the calculation method relies on the 

thermal conductivity and density values (Eq. (15)), with their associated uncertainties. This 
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trend seems to appear in the literature: from the values plotted in Figure 14 (the uncertainties 

are plotted when available), most cp values resulting from indirect measurements, generally 

from calculations based on thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity measurements, tend 

to be lower (Collet, 2004; de Bruijn and Johansson, 2013; Gourlay et al., 2017; Mazhoud et 

al., 2016; Pierre et al., 2014). In contrast, the measurements performed with adiabatic 

calorimeters (Evrard, 2008; Walker and Pavía, 2014) or the Calvet calorimeter (Bourdot et al., 

2017) appear to be higher, whatever the level of density. However, part of the large scatter of 

the specific heat capacities of hemp concrete, between 300 and 1560 J.kg-1.K-1 could be due to 

the composition. To the best of our knowledge, except in the present paper, there is no 

comparison of different measurement techniques on the same material. Nevertheless, it can be 

noted that the results of Pierre et al. (2013) highlight the impact of the anisotropy with indirect 

measurements: they performed their measurements so that the hemp particles were parallel to 

the heat flux in one case and perpendicular to it in another. When the hemp shiv aggregates 

were parallel to the axis of the heat flux, the calculated cp was 34% higher than in the other 

configuration. By looking into the details, we thus see that the thermal conductivity k, is 19% 

higher while the thermal diffusivity a, is only 8% lower - and this explains the difference, 

since cp=k/(ρ.a). Thus, the indirect evaluation of the specific heat capacity can be sensitive to 

the anisotropy of the material. From the same point of view, we can also wonder how the 

local measurements, such as made with hot wire and hot plane instruments, are affected by the 

heterogeneity of the material (large pores for instance), typically found in hemp concrete. 

Despite these observations, the indirect methods are easy and relatively quick to perform with 

a wide variety of materials. As regards the DSC, this alternative method enables the specific 

heat capacity of a material to be evaluated by considering its components. It can be as 

accurate as direct calorimetric measurement but requires the composition of the material 

under study. 
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With the dry specific heat capacity of hemp concrete, it is possible to calculate the specific 

heat capacity as a function of the moisture content (Eq. (21)). The resulting curves are plotted 

in Figure 15. 

I	,�� � ? 11 + eD I	,���5 + k e1 + el I	,(���� (21) 

where I	,(���� is the specific heat capacity of water (I	,(���� = 4187 J.kg-1.K-1). 

 

Figure 15: Calculated hemp concrete specific heat capacity and some literature values versus 

water content. 

We can see that the increase of cp according to the moisture content follows the general trend 

found by Gourlay et al. (2016) and Pierre et al. (2013), although our values have a slightly 

greater increase than those of Pierre et al. (2013). 
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In the heat and moisture model literature, the temperature dependence of the specific heat 

capacity is neglected. However, the moist material state is taken into account as the heat and 

moisture model are generally multiphase. 

Based on the temperature dependent specific heat capacity of the hemp concrete (Figure 13) 

and the expression for the specific heat capacity of the moist material (Eq. (21)), a rough 

approximation of the hemp concrete specific heat capacity as a function of the temperature 

and moisture content is presented in Figure 16. From this observation, we can state that the 

influence of moisture content is dominant compared to that of temperature. 

 

Figure 16: Calculated specific heat capacity of hemp concrete as a function of the moisture 

content and the temperature 
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4.  Conclusion and prospects 

This paper has characterized the physical properties, the air permeability and the thermal 

properties of a precast hemp concrete. 

For the physical properties, the measurement of the density, and the open and total porosity 

show that the precast hemp concrete studied has a medium density (466 kg.m-3) relative to 

other hemp concretes of the literature. Its high porosity (78%) is almost entirely 

interconnected (76%).  

The gas permeability has rarely been studied in previous work on hemp concrete. The present 

study allows a measurement method, initially intended for regular concrete, to be adapted to 

the specific properties of hemp concrete. The measured air permeability leads to the 

conclusion that it is a very permeable material: for a difference of pressure of around ten 

pascals, the air permeability of precast hemp concrete is 1.10-10 m2. 

For the thermal properties, the thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity were 

measured. Different methods were used and confronted on the same material. The thermal 

conductivity was measured with a guarded hot plate (kdry=0.103±0.002 W.m-1.K-1) and a hot 

wire (kdry=0.112±0.007 W.m-1.K-1); the second method led to a value 9% higher, although 

close to one method uncertainty. Even when an extensive literature comparison was included, 

no general tendency could be drawn for any method.  

The dependence of the dry thermal conductivity on the temperature was assessed 

experimentally. Concerning the impact of moisture on the thermal conductivity, the 

experimental data were fitted with the SCS scheme.  

The specific heat capacity was measured with two direct measurements, differential scanning 

calorimetry and a Calvet calorimeter, and with one indirect method relying on the effusivity 

measurement, which required additional measurements of thermal conductivity and density. 
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The proposed method using DSC was based on the measurement of the specific heat capacity 

of each component (hemp shiv and pozzolanic binder). This method was shown to be as 

accurate as direct calorimetric measurement.  

The two direct measurements gave the same result (905 and 911 J.kg-1.K-1), while the indirect 

measurement led to a result 18% lower for the dry value. A comprehensive analysis of the 

measurement values available in the literature on hemp concretes confirmed this trend. From 

the DSC measurement of the dry specific heat capacity as a function of the temperature, it was 

possible to calculate the moist hemp concrete specific heat capacity. 

This first paper highlights the significant influence of the testing method on the determination 

of the thermal properties of a precast hemp concrete, especially on the heat capacity 

measurement. This result emphasizes the need for a large inter-laboratory experimental 

campaign, applied to bio-aggregate based concrete, in order to form the basis of 

recommendations for adequate physical and thermal characterization methods for these bio-

based building materials.  

The second paper of this series focuses on the hydric properties of the same precast hemp 

concrete with a similar approach of confronting different test methods for sorption isotherm, 

water vapour permeability and liquid permeability determination. All these experimental 

values will be used as input for modelling heat and moisture transfers. These numerical results 

will then be confronted with measurements made on a wall-scale set-up.  
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